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8. The ASTM acceptance test gives a yield point
about ten per cent higher than the corresponding static
value for the same material, and up to fifteen per cent
for rolled shapes because of the difference in flange
and web material properties.
9. The average value of the static yield point of
all colunm wide-flange shapes is 36,000 psi compression
(maximum value 39,800 ~si, minimum 31,400 p8i)~
10. The buckling of axially loaded columns can be
predicted with the u~ual engineering accuracy from resid-
uar stress measurements of cross-section tests if residual
stresses are point-symmetric. (Fig.58 and 3f).
11. Columns of a material with a definite yield
level will have a reduced buckling strength once the
total stress (residual plus applied stress) reaches the
yield point (Figo58)o
12. Columns of a material without a definite yield
level, and ,with a continuously curving stress-strain dia-
~ .~ ' .. ~ .... ~'I i.. ~
'\ "~gr,am; 'show an influenc'e of residual stre'ss for the whole
range of tiro For such materials, and for certain resid-
ual stress distributions, a higher buckling strength can
be achieved than for zero residuals o (Figo38)o
13. Although the 'study of the erfect of cold-bend-
ing, on axial column strength 1s not yet completed" prelim-
inary results indicate that for short and medium-length
columns cooling residual stresses are more critical than
the combined cooling and cold-bending residuals (Flg~63)o
2
140 The critioal stresses for columns with equal
end eccentricities and for axially loaded columns where
residual stresse"s have on:Ly one axis of symmetry, can also
b~ predioted (Flgo46)o Note that by this theory the secant
solution is "unsaf'e" for ec/r2 :c: '001 and L/r > 60 0
150 The exact solution of the eccentric column is'
V8r.-y oumbersome. An approximate method has been developed
which permits a rapid calculation of critical stresses
(Flg.46 and 64). For zero re"slduals the ,equations reduce
to the~Bolut~on given by Jezek.
16. The straight-line column curve for the inelastic
ra~ge of axially-loaded columns, as round empirically
~
almost half a century ago by Tetm~er, has been ,justified
for the first ,time theoretically by the consideration of
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1. Residual, stresses are formed as a result of
rmanent deformation of certain ,fib,ers during "the cooling
process', or due to plastic defo:rmation during fabrication,
2. The magnitude and distribution of residual
on shape, initial temperature, cooling
and material properties.
-,.I,'
The measurements of residual stresses made on
number or WF shapes permit a good estimate or the
gnltude and distr1bu.tlon or residua.l stresses likely to
be encountered in hot-rolled WF columns (Figo51). Average
stresses at flange tips is about 13,000 psi in compression.
'4. According to theoretical considerations, resid-
stre.sses, should be constant along a column, except near
ends, for a distance equal to one to two times the depth
of the section. Measurements· are in agreement with the
the9ry (Fig.52).
c~ 5- Predicted stresses due to straightening of
coJ..umns are in agreement w!th measurements (Fig. 53) •
v 6. -The influepce' of residual stresses' on the stress-
strain relationship can be predicted theoretically and is
also observed in tests {Flg.54, 55, and 5)0
~alues o;-th:e;:::: ;:1::m::::::o:e::::o::d::1:t:::: ::::::
tlon (zero strain-rate. Fig.54, 55, and 6).
8" •. The ASTM acceptance test gives a yield point
out ten per ce,nt higher than the corres·ponding static
lue fop the same material, and up to fifteen per cent
ror roll~d shapes because bf the dirrerence in flange
web material propertles o
p_' $~f? The average value of the s tat ic yie ld point of
column wide-flange shapes is 36,000 psi compression
(maximum value 39,800 psi, minimum .31,400 psi).
10. The buokl'lng of axially loaded C olurrms can be
predicted with the usual engineering accuracy from resid-
-J> ~ (J~'~;.' .'_~~
ual stress measurements 1t. cross-section tests if residual
stresses are poirit-symmetrloo (Figo58 ,and 59)0
lIe Columns of a material with a definite yield
will have a reduoed buckling strength once the
~tre&,s (residual plus ap;plied stress) reac11es the
yield point (Figo58)Q
12. Columns of a material without a definite yield
level'·, and with a conti:t:luously curving stress-strain dia-
show an influence of residual stress for the whole
range of tiro For such materials, and for certain resid-
ual stress distributions, a higher buckling strength can
be achieved than for zero residuals. (Fig.~)o
~
1 • Ankh mgO bhe s udy of th effect of C old-bend-
ing on axial oolumn strength it.6J. Met yet eOMplo6@Ei" ~PQliIm­
111!tiSY l'8salts indicate.s that for short a.nd mediu!1\-lengthl:t if e1 v~/!y
columns cooling residual stresses arP~Ercrlt'lcal~ Q ~
the combined cooling and cold-bending residuals (Fig .y3) 0
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